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. Telehealth billing policies, 
laws, rules, and requirements 
vary widely by state, health 
plan, and even client account, 
and changes constantly.  

It is essential to contact the 
client’s health plan for their 
latest policies and coverage 
information.  

No information  presented 
here should be seen as legal 
advice.
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What We’ll Be Talking About Today
➢ The COVID Public Health Emergency order (PHE) 

○ How Important is it, really?
➢ Telehealth Coding:  CPT Codes, Modifiers, and new Telehealth 

Place of Service Codes
➢ Phone Sessions 
➢ Out-of-Network Providers
➢ Waiving Copayments
➢ Checking Telehealth Benefits
➢ Medicare Coverage of Telehealth
➢ Telehealth Documentation
➢ Legally Practicing Across State Lines:  Myths and Realities
➢ Interstate Licensure Compacts
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What We’ll Be Talking About (continued)
➢ Will Insurance Cover Interstate Therapy?
➢ 10 Predictions for the Future of Telehealth
➢ What Plans May Start Expecting                                                       
➢ HIPAA Compliance
➢ Will You Be Paid the Same as                                                       

In-Person Sessions?
➢ What if You Give Up Your Office?
➢ What if You Move Out of State?
➢ Things to Think About Now
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Bonus resources, links, references 
will be at my 

“Bonus Resource Page”

theinsurancemaze.com/TCI
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Let’s begin at the beginning: Some Facts 
about the Public Health Emergency (PHE)  
■ Pre-COVID-19, a minority of plans covered telehealth 
■ In January 2020 U.S. Public Health Emergency declaration (PHE)
➢ What it meant for us:  Almost total telehealth coverage 
➢ Now years later, PHE still in place, so                                         

clinicians have the dangerous belief                                       
telehealth is completely covered

➢ Fact 1: The PHE can only be renewed 90                                       
days at a time 

○ But U.S. Sec. of Health and Human Services:                                  
“when a decision is made to terminate the                                     
[PHE] declaration or let it expire, HHS will                                  
provide… 60 days’ notice prior to termination.” 
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The Public Health Emergency (PHE), cont. 
➢ Fact 2: PHE may not matter at all to you
○ Federal PHE only really controls government plans
○ Plans don’t have to follow PHE, though many do  
○ So even if federal PHE in place, plans may stop covering telehealth
○ AND: States declared their own PHEs:  

■ As of Nov. 1, 2022, the PHE in 40 states had already expired! 
■ MAY mean expanded telehealth in                                                 

those states has expired 
○ Even in states with PHEs still in place,                                           

expanded telehealth may have expired
➢ See National Academy  for State Health                                                   

Policy website and BallotPedia who track                                                  
PHE in states; link at Bonus Resource Page
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Telehealth Coding: CPT Codes
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Three billing codes that tell insurance plan what service performed:
1. CPT Codes 
2. Modifiers 
3. Place of Service (POS) Codes 

1. CPT codes: What are they, and what are some common CPT codes?
➢

90791: First session / Diagnostic evaluation, no time specified
90832: Individual therapy 30 min (16 – 37 mins)
90834: Individual therapy 45 min (38 – 52 mins) 
90837: Individual therapy, 60 min (53+ mins) 
90847: Couples/family therapy 50 min (26 min+)
90846: Couples/family w/o client present 50 min (26 min+)

     NOTE:  Telehealth CPT codes are same as in-person 



Coding: Modifiers
2. Modifiers
■ What’s a modifier?
■ Usually no modifier for in-person 
■ Telehealth: Add modifier: Usually 95,                                                       

but GT often accepted/required  
■ Ex. Regence: Insists on GT, will reject 95!

■ For phone sessions: often coded the same as video
➢ Some plans different modifier: e.g. 1/1/22 Medicare introduced 

audio-only modifier FQ, but latest instruction is that “beginning 
1/1/23, use modifier 93 instead of FQ as previously instructed” 

➢ Private health plans?  Contact them.  CIGNA and Regence 
websites seem to want FQ for phone
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Telehealth Coding: Place of Service Codes
3. POS CODES:  What’s a POS code?
➢ Office POS code 11 ( (full list at Bonus Resource Page)
➢ Before 1/1/2022, telehealth POS code was 02
➢ January 1, 2022, telehealth codes split

■ POS 10 (new code) when client at home
■ POS 02 when client anywhere else

➢ Doesn’t matter where you are
➢ But some plans not following this
➢ CIGNA as of Sept 2022 still asking for 02 during PHE
➢ Medicare started accepting POS 10 and 02 as of April 2022, 

but paid at lower rate.  So they are directing us to use 11 
(office), even for telehealth, until end of PHE 
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Telehealth Coding: POS Codes (cont.)
■ OPTUM/UHC/UBH website (9/30/22): 

○ During PHE, non-contracted 
clinicians should use POS code 
they would have used had the 
service been furnished in-person 
(e.g., POS 11). 

○ Contracted providers can bill with 
either the POS they would have 
used for an in-person session or 
POS 021

■ My advice: Ask plan what POS code 
needed.  When in doubt, use 02 until 
the PHE ends, except federal plans

               12 1- https://tinyurl.com/OPTUMcodes



Let’s See It On a CMS-1500 Claim
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Out-Of-Network Superbill/Statement
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Telehealth Coding, continued

■ Returning to in-person work? Switch to 
“11” POS code and remove modifier

■ What if you submitted already with 
incorrect codes?  
➢ If used wrong telehealth POS code, 

probably don’t need to resubmit 
➢ If you used 02 or 10 POS code 

instead of 11 (especially with 
Medicare) or vice versa, suggest        
you resubmit corrected claim –           
they may have paid at incorrect rate

                                                      15



Phone Sessions
■ Traditionally phone sessions were                                                        

not  covered, but this was a common                                COVID 
coverage expansion 

■ Medicare: Expansion allowed                                                              
behavioral health phone counseling 

■ Tricare: As of July 1, 2022, phone                                                        
sessions are  permanent benefit 

■ Medicaid: Coverage varies by state
○ Coverage for phone sessions doubled since Spring 2021                 

(when only 15 states covered it); As of September 2022, 34 
states include phone session coverage in Medicaid programs 

○ For Medicaid coverage in each state see CCHP report and TCI 
links on Bonus Resource Page
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What about 
Out-of-Network 

(OON) Clinicians?  

● Varies by plan and client account 
● Many plans are only covering 

in-network clinicians, or were 
covering OON only temporarily

● If covering, this is/may be ending 
for some as state/federal PHE 
expires
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■ In March 2020, many plans waived copayments so telehealth 
was free to clients  (what’s a copayment?)
➢ But this varied by plan and by account within plan

■ This has already expired for some 
■ Will likely expire for others at end of PHE, so be alert
■ Read websites closely: Copays may only be waived for 

COVID-related visits
■ OPTUM website:  “Due to the rapidly changing environment 

around patient cost-sharing waivers, clinicians may want to 
allow their claim to be fully processed before collecting any 
patient cost-sharing responsibility.”  I do not advise this!!!
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Checking Benefits
● Biggest mistake therapists are making is assuming telehealth is 

always covered, and not checking coverage
● I STRONGLY recommend you check benefits by phone before 

seeing client, and again in January of each year
○ Don’t assume, don’t trust the client 
○ Clients from same plan may not                                                        

have the same coverage
○ Why calling the plan is best source                                                   

of coverage information
● Asking the member to check their                                                   

benefits can be problematic...
● Tip: Try Member Services
● Besides usual questions, there are                                                    

more questions to ask with telehealth… 19



1. I’m a [network/out-of-network] provider.                                                       
Is telehealth for psychotherapy covered?                                            
Until when? Only COVID-related?

2. Are video and phone sessions covered? 
3. Is a modifier needed?  Is 95 the correct                                           

modifier for phone and video sessions?
4. I’m using Place of Service code ___.  Is that the correct one for a 

telehealth session for a client [at home/client not at home]?
5. Are copays and deductibles waived for telehealth when the client 

sees me? Until when?  Only COVID-related visits? 
6. Can you give me the call reference number?
➢ But don’t worry, I’ve got you covered! ….

What Should You Ask?
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“Checking Coverage Handout: 
12 Essential Questions”

➢ Also on that page:
○ Links to all bonus resources 

mentioned

Bonus Handout #1

Link at Bonus Resource Page
theinsurancemaze.com/TCI
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How Medicare is Supporting Telemental Health… 
  ➢ The Consolidated Appropriations Act, passed (12/2020):

➢ Medicare 2022 Physician Fee Schedule (PFS) effective 1/1/2022:
1. Client’s home had been permanently added as a permitted site
2. Telehealth is now permanently allowed for mental health, but…
3. Must have in-person visit within 6 months of PHE expiration, then 

every 12 months afterwards.  After PHE, new clients will need 
in-person visit within 6 months of initial telehealth visit, with limited 
exceptions, such as where client and clinician “agree that risks and 
burdens of an in-person visit are outweighed by continuing via 
telehealth, such as possible disruptions.”   Exceptions must be 
documented in the medical record

➢ June 2021 Telemental Health Access to Care Act (HR 4058) 
introduced in Congress would do away with this requirement 
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4. Regional restrictions are currently removed
5. Phone sessions permanently allowed, but ONLY when: 

➢ therapist has video capability but client chose not to use or 
cannot use video 

➢ for established clients only, receiving care from home
➢ the 6 month/12 month in-person visit criteria is met 
➢ new modifier 93 may be needed as of 1/1/2023
➢ document in the record why audio-only used 
➢ both clinician and client must be in U.S.

What about Medicaid?   Every state Medicaid plan now covering 
video, but may have limitations and state PHE expirations may affect 
this;  Unlike Medicare, coverage varies by state 

 

How Medicare Supports Telehealth (cont).
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Telehealth Documentation
Varies by state, but recommended best practices:
➢ Document if session video/phone
➢ Client exact location/address (“ct. at home” or                                                                 

“ct. at 12 Main St, Mesa, AZ”)
➢ Some states (ex. CA) require “client deemed                                         

appropriate for telehealth” in each note!
➢ “Verified client identity” may be required
➢ “Obtained client consent for telehealth” may                                           

need to be in each note: As of Sept. 2022,                                                
45 states required telehealth consent, and                                              
insurance claims may be denied without it

➢ Document telehealth platform used?
➢ Note reason for phone sessions in record (ex. client refusal to use 

video, inability to use video)
24



Telehealth Documentation (cont.)
   Other important documentation:

■ Credit Card Authorization
■ Telehealth Informed Consent
■ Telehealth Policies and Procedures: What is this?  

■ Not for clients, may need this on file
■ In my 11/2021 survey of 900+ 

therapists, 10% said a plan had 
requested this

■ Include what you’ll do if client                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
not telehealth-appropriate,                                                                              
emergency procedures, technology 
issues, confidentiality, etc.  
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When Your Client is in Another State
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Before looking at coverage across state lines, let’s see what’s legal:

Interstate Therapy 
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■ Generally, must be licensed to practice in state 
where client is at time of the session, or have 
permission from that state’s licensing board 
(document); client’s residence doesn’t matter 
➢ Laws apply if client uses insurance or not
➢ May depend on your license
➢ Some states require registration, allow practice 

temporarily, etc, but some don’t allow at all
➢ Contact licensing board in the other state
➢ Even if forbidden, might get permission
➢ TCI licensing boards contact info link at Bonus 

Resources page: theinsurancemaze.com/TCI



■ As of 9/22, 25 states issue special licenses or certificates or have 
telehealth-specific exception for out-of-state licensed clinicians

■ See TCI’s TeleMental Health State’s Laws, Rules and Regulations and 
CCHP Cross-State Licensing Map on Bonus Resource page

■ Otherwise, practice may be illegal,                                             
and not covered by malpractice!

■ May be subject to criminal prosecution,                                                   
civil liability, licensing board troubles

■ Relevant legal case: ex. Hageseth                                                             
v. Superior Court (2007) 150 Cal.                                                         
App.4th CO doc treating CA client who                                                           
killed himself.  Doc found guilty of the                                                      
felony of practicing medicine in CA                                                             
without a CA license

Interstate Therapy (cont.)
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■ What if your client travels?  Or goes to college in another state?
➢ Is your choice to see them (and practice illegally) or abandon 

the client during trip? 
➢ Different takes on this issue.                                                 

Depends on the case, get                                                      
consultation, and document advice

➢ If see client, document decision; If                                                                                  
client on vacation / at college,                                                  
document why therapy essential,                                                            
why work can’t wait

■ Highest risk: if client is resident of                                                              
another state or if client relocates 

Interstate Therapy (cont.)
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■ What if seeing couple/family with members in 
different states?

■ What if YOU left the state?  If temporarily, not 
an issue (we’ll talk later about if you move)

■ Check with licensing board at state you travel 
to – some consider you practicing there, also.  

■ What about international? Usually not a legal 
issue, but malpractice may not cover

■ Can I just see someone in another state and 
call it coaching instead of therapy?

Interstate Therapy (cont.)
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This Stinks!  
Can states make interstate agreements?
➢ PSYPACT (psychologists) as of 10/22 has 34 states                               

enacted).  Can apply for face-to-face or telehealth.                                 
But must pay $440 application fee, must submit                                      
transcripts, pay $100 yearly renewal 

➢ Counseling Compact (LPCs/LPCCs/LMHCs) is                                            
currently in 17 states.  Applications are expected to                         
open in late 2023 or early 2024. 

➢ Social Work Interstate Compact – in very early                                    
stages. Legislation draft completed; goal to have                                
model legislation available to states in 2023 sessions

➢ MFT Compact?  None.    
➢ Learn more: Links at Bonus Resource Page 

theinsurancemaze.com/TCI  
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➢ Plan may require you be in same state as 
client

➢ Plan may require you to be licensed in both 
states

➢ Plan may require you to be in-network with 
plan in both states

➢ It may depend on client account and/or 
whether you are in network or out

➢ Even plans that support telehealth do not 
always support therapy across state lines

32

But get this: Even if it’s   
legal, insurance                   

might not cover it!!!



● Aetna: A clinician said they refused to pay legal interstate therapy
● Beacon Health Solutions: A therapist was told it was OK to see someone 

in another state, but must be in-network in that other state 
● Blue Cross Blue Shield: Need to be physically in state where client is 
○ Anthem BC of CA: “Can only see clients who travel to or live in CA”

● Compsych told me telehealth clinicians “must be in the same state in 
which the client lives.”

● Evernorth (formerly CIGNA): Were temporarily allowing network 
clinicians to provide virtual care in other states if other state allowed; 
unclear if this will continue

● Lyra: One clinician was told she could not see clients in other states
● Medicare: Can see clients in other states during PHE
● OPTUM/UHC/UBH: Have to be licensed in state where client is 

Anecdotally I have heard… (be sure to check!)
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Insurance & Interstate Therapy (cont.)
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MY ADVICE:

➢ Download checklist What to Ask Plans                                                
When You Give Up Your Office, Move                                                         
Out of State, or Your Client Has Left                                                          
Your State from Bonus Resource Page

➢ Since all this varies by state, plan,                                              account, 
account, contact client’s health plan!

➢ Consider maintaining (or getting)                                              an office 
address in the state where your clients                                                       
are located, to put on claims/superbills 

➢ Confirm where to file bills – many Blue Cross plans bill to plan in 
state where clinician is located, not where client is located                                                                                                                     



526

35

The 
Future
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10 Predictions About What’s Coming  
1. Coverage will expand from pre-COVID, but will be piecemeal/slow 
2. As State and Federal PHEs expire, many will lose coverage; this will 

vary by state/health plan/account, so check!
3. Some plans may stop covering phone, 

which would have biggest impact on 
elderly, low-income, and minority clients

4. Some plans may stop covering 
out-of-network clinicians 

➢ If this happens, have client contact plan to 
see if they will do Single Case Agreement

5. Some plans may only reimburse when a 
certain telehealth platform/group (ex. 
Teledoc, MDLive, AmWell) is used.
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10 Predictions (cont.) 

 
6. More network clinicians will resign from plans
7. More clinicians will join multi-state telehealth                                  

groups like Headway, Talkspace, Alma,                                      
Betterhelp (the first three will bill insurance)                                                                                      

8. More licensing boards/states will require                                             
telehealth training 
○ CA: As of 7/2023, Masters level therapists                                        

will be required to complete 3 hours of telehealth coursework or 
training as part of licensing or renewal (AB 1759)

○ WA Eff. 1/1/21, all therapists who provide telehealth must 
complete telemedicine training (SSB 6061)

9. More of us will get licensed in other states / join interstate compacts  
10. Medicare (and others) will decrease telehealth rates?
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●  May need to be on plan’s 
approved telehealth clinician list  

●  May need to sign telehealth 
attestation (e.g. OPTUM), attesting 
knowledge of plan policies and 
state telehealth laws 

● Might need internal document 
Telehealth Policies/Procedures 

● Will PLANS expect  telehealth 
training?

 

After the PHE is over …
Insurance Plan Expectations  
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Plans may require use of HIPAA-compliant platform
➢ Government not enforcing requirement to use                            

HIPAA-compliant telehealth platform during                                                 
PHE, so right now can use Facetime, free                                    
versions of Zoom and Skype

➢ However, should be HIPAA-compliant anyway,                                     
and some plans require that providers use HIPAA-compliant 
platforms (or will begin expecting this again soon)

➢ Must offer Business Associate Agreement (BAA)
➢ Platforms that claim HIPAA compliance include VSee, Doxy.me, 

SimplePractice, paid versions of Zoom and Skype, Google Meet, 
SecureVideo, CounSol.com, WeCounsel.com, Evisit, Updox, Cisco 
Webex, GoToMeeting, Microsoft Teams,                                            
Amazon Chime

 

What About HIPAA?   
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Will I Be Paid the Same as In-Person? 

This question is about PAYMENT PARITY 
(equal pay) for telehealth and in-person 
➢ This may depend on where you live
➢ As of 9/2022, only 24 states required 

some payment parity for mental health, 
➢ The good or bad news: insurance plans 

don’t always follow state law
➢ Find out about State Parity Laws: See the 

CCHP report links at Bonus Resource 
Page,  but here’s a sneak peak….
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CCHP State Telehealth Laws Summary Chart  
link at Bonus Resource Page
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“What if I Give Up My Office?” 
● In my Nov. 2021 survey, 30% had given up office, 20% had office but still 

doing all-telehealth at home = 50% all-telehealth 
● Policies vary widely between plans, you’ll have to contact each
● Some plans insist you have physical, non-home office address (others at  

least want valid street address for service location)
● P.O. Box on claim/statement may be rejected if used as service address
● NPI Enumerator requires physical address as service location
● Some USPS/UPS store give street address with P.O. Box; one Medicare 

therapist said Medicare flagged, must use actual service address; 
another Medicare therapists told not problem

● In survey, 33% using home address on claim/superbill; may not be wise
● 67% without offices using “fake” virtual address (e.g. Regus or iPostal1), 

or colleague’s address, or old office, but worry about ethics
● But once again, I have you covered…
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“What to Ask Plans When 
You Give Up Your Office 

or 
You or Your Client 
Leave the State”

Bonus Handout #2
Link at Bonus Resource Page
theinsurancemaze.com/TCI
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Support for All-Telehealth (Anecdotal -Check plan!)
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SEEM OK MAY NOT MAYBE?

Aetna
Evernorth/CIGNA
Compsych
Magellan (but 
must have street 
address for 
service location) 
MHN
Optum/UHC/UBH 
List in directory as 
virtual-only under 
city/state only.  
Billing address can 
be home/PO Box.

Blue Cross of CA: email: we 
“require clinicians to have  practice 
office location (home offices not 
allowed. Exceptions were made 
due to the pandemic. When the 
situation changes, all contracted 
clinicians will be required to obtain 
a professional practice location. 
Blue Cross does not contract with 
clinicians to provide telehealth 
only.” (let’s define home offices)
Blue Shield of CA 
Fidelis Care of NY 
Kaiser 

Beacon – Yes 
during PHE, but 
may not after
Medicare  – Yes 
during PHE; 
Clinicians have 
been told it is OK 
to use virtual office 
as long as it is 
physical address –  
clinician doesn’t 
have to be 
practicing there; 
not sure after PHE 

VARIES WILDLY BY STATE/PLAN!  CONTACT THE PLAN!



Policies vary by health plan and state --                              contact 
contact the plan!

● Cigna, Lyra, OPTUM/UBH/UHC therapists                                         
have been told it was OK to continue to                                             
see clients in original state, if maintain                                                   
license.  But one therapist was told by                                                 
CIGNA she needed to be licensed in BOTH states.

● However, Blue Cross has told many providers they must be 
physically in state to be on panel, and have immediately 
terminated contracts when they learned clinicians had moved out 
of state; one BC provider was told just to keep an in-state billing 
address.  

What if YOU Move Out of State?
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“HIPAA-Covered entities” should 
● use client portals, e.g. those in practice                                             

programs like SimplePractice or                                                or 
TherapyNotes

● use encrypted email, such as                                                       
Hushmail or Google G-Suite (not Gmail);
○ Be sure you Get a Business Associate Agreement (BAA)

● According to professional association attorney I consulted, you                                                    
can  have client opt-out in writing: 
○ “I know I have the right to receive encrypted email, but waive 

this right in order to receive documents at this email address” 
● use snail mail or have client drop off forms

For TCI’s HIPAA compliance resources see Bonus Resource page

Sending Forms To Clients
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➢ Check often with plans for coverage updates
➢ Bill more often (and urge private-pay clients to submit 

statements sooner) to more quickly find out about changes
➢ Talk to clients about possibility of sudden loss of telehealth 

coverage and options, so they are prepared
➢ If practicing across state lines, plan ahead for lifting of PHEs, to 

avoid sudden abandonment of the client / breaking law
➢ Don’t think records requests and audits 

have stopped! Take this time to improve 
your documentation 

➢ If you’re doing all-telehealth, consider 
renting office space or virtual office address

What Should You Be Thinking About?  
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Check Out These Other Helpful
TCI Online Courses
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 “TeleMental Health Law and Ethics" – regulatory & ethical aspects 

“Legal Aspects of TeleMental Health" – regulatory aspects of telehealth

“Privacy Law for TeleMental Health" – HIPAA & telehealth privacy laws 

Links at Bonus Resource Page
theinsurancemaze.com/TCI

https://telementalhealthtraining.com/courses-and-products/product/legal-aspects-of-telemental-health-self-study
https://telementalhealthtraining.com/courses-and-products/product/privacy-law-for-telemental-health-online-self-study


➢ What to Ask Plans When You 
Give Up Your Office or You or 
Your Client Leave the State

➢ Checking Coverage Handout 
➢ Links to all bonus resources 

mentioned

Bonus Resource Page
theinsurancemaze.com/TCI

Barbara Griswold, LMFT
Private Practice Coaching

Author, Navigating the Insurance Maze
theinsurancemaze.com
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Schedule a consultation: calendly.com/barbgris 49
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